TOPIC UMBRELLA – Y6 2018
CLASS: Y6

TERM: Whitsun 2018

Our topic for this term is ‘Vikings’ and you can see how the different subjects link together under a common history topic. Children will be given the
opportunity to research and pursue areas of personal interest within the topic and will be encouraged to bring in any books, artefacts or other
resources that could be used or displayed. PE will remain on a Monday (most weeks) and ‘MyMaths’ homework will continue to be set on a Friday.

UMBRELLA TOPIC: Who were the Vikings?

ENGLISH:

LANGUAGES:

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY:

-Writing a Viking style Myth

Moving mechanisms:
How can we create differrent
mechanical movements?

French stories and poems:
What stories do French children know?

-Non-Chronological reports about aspects
of the Vikings (e.g. weapons, gods, Viking
homes)

Explore the use of axels,
pulleys and cams to create
different types of
movement. Create a Vikingthemed moving model.

Recognise and begin to translate well known stories
and poems written in French, e.g. Beauty and the
beast, Going on a bear hunt. Write and speak
sentences from other texts.

Viking Poetry – Sharing extracts from
‘Beowulf’

SCIENCE:
Living things and their
habitats:
Find out how animals are
adapted to their habitats
and how these adaptations
can change over time
through evolution. What
impact are humans having
on habitats?

ART & DESIGN:

GEOGRAPHY:;

Viking inspired artwork:
What would Viking ships have looked
like on the open sea?
Use different media to capture
images of Viking long-ships, gods and
warriors. (Watercolour, charcoal, Oil
pastels and sketching pencils)
INDEPENDENT SUBJECT
RE: Why do some people
believe in god and some
not?

MUSIC:;

Locational knowledge –mapwork
Where did the Vikings come from?
Identify the Viking homelands and routes
to the countries invaded/settled.
Compare ancient maps of Northern Europe
to modern political maps. What were these
countries called?

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT COMPUTING: Design, write and
debug programmes (coding)
Create spreadsheets and use
formulae for budgets.

Performance percussion
How can we make different rhythms?
Exploring a range of musical styles with a focus on
the rhythm and percussion. Children will
experiment with different percussion instruments
from different countries/cultures (We will also try
to recreate Viking rowing rhythms!)

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT
PE: Rowing (With Mr
Pritchard. Rounders and
Cricket with Miss Szarko

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT
MATHS:
o Ratio and proportion
o Interpreting graphs and charts
o Calculating area and volume of
o
o

2d and 3d shapes
Problem solving with geometry
SATs revision

